Fire Service Women of Illinois NFP
Fall Training Event
Saturday Nov 7th, 8:00 am-5:00 pm
& Sunday Nov 8th, 2015, 8:00 am-Noon
At IFSI Champaign, IL

Train to Work, Work to Train

Multi Company Fire Evolutions (Hands-on): Live fire training covering the basics of engine and truck company ops and coordinating the two assignments while reinforcing radio communication between companies. Engine topics covered include fire flow path, 1¾” and 2½” line movement and teamwork. Truck topics include VES, ladders, ventilation and search.

Down And Dirty Hydraulics (Classroom and Hands-on): Designed for anyone wanting to learn how to efficiently perform hydraulics in the field where it really counts. The classroom session takes the theory of pump operation and creates a practical application for firefighters to calculate simple formulas for proper fire apparatus pump pressures. Once completed, students will be capable of generating safe and effective fire streams for single pumper operations, as well as more complicated multi-unit, supply, relay, and fire attack operations, easing the confusion that often accompany hydraulic problems on today's fire ground.

Officer Tactics (Classroom and Hands-on): This class will focus on tactical decision-making at simulated incidents to prepare company officers and incident commanders on maintaining accountability and effective strategies for fire extinguishment. Students will be taking part in classroom exercises, tabletop exercises, and live fire exercises.

Registration Deadline: October 24, 2015

Members: $75 Non-members: $100
Registration fee includes lunch

A block of rooms has been reserved at:
Hawthorn Suites
101 Trade Center Dr.
Champaign, IL, 61820
Phone: 217-398-3400
$79.99/Dbl room $89.99/ King room
Mention FSWI when making reservations.

Spread the word to all firefighters and emergency responders!
Through training and education, YOU can determine your future in the Fire Service!!

Visit the FSWI web site www.fswi.org for complete class and registration information.

Our Mission Statement
Fire Service Women of Illinois is dedicated to the advancement of education, professionalism and providing networking opportunities for women in the Fire and Emergency Medical Services of Illinois.

The purpose of our foundation is to actively participate in shaping the future of the fire service through training.